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Global Carbon Opportunity in a nutshell
Carbon is underpriced versus global climate goals and offers
unique portfolio construction benefits to investors. The strategy
provides actively-managed, long-biased exposure to potentially
attractive risk/reward carbon opportunities globally.

Investing in the currency of decarbonisation
Key highlights

Key facts

· Potential upside participation in attractive carbon opportunities
globally, including hard to access new and emerging carbon
markets that are unavailable to traditional investors.

Portfolio manager

Callum Lee

Carbon strategist

Ruben Lubowski

Sourcing and strategy

Lorenzo Bernasconi

· Quality alpha generation using a wide range of instruments to
take advantage of market inefficiencies in both compliance and
voluntary markets.

Expected launch date

1 November 2022

Geographic focus

Global

Capacity (year 1)

USD 500 million

· Actively-managed tail risk to protect against potential price shocks

Investment universe

Carbon allowances and carbon credits in
spot, futures and options markets (across
compliance and voluntary markets)

· Promotion of a net zero and nature positive transition by contributing
to the expansion and development of global carbon markets.
Differentiated carbon investment expertise, privileged access, and market intelligence

Demonstrated
investment expertise

Privileged market access

Information edge

Source: LOIM. Target performance/risk represents a portfolio construction goal. It does not represent past performance/risk and may not be representative of actual future performance/risk.
Please note this strategy has not yet launched.
Please read important information at the end of this document.
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We believe carbon prices need to increase significantly to achieve climate goals

USD 393/ton by 20502

USD 122/ton by 20302

Global weighted-average
carbon price in 20221

USD 21/ton
5x relative to today

17x relative
to today

Source: LOIM Analysis. For illustrative purposes only. 1 Average price on June 30, 2022 across EU, UK, California, RGGI, New Zealand, South Korea, China, Quebec and Nova Scotia compliance markets
weighted by 2030 projected national emissions based on European Commission/JRC GECO (2022) under current policy scenario. NGFS. 2 Average across NGFS orderly climate transition scenario estimates
for 2030 and 2050. Includes both net zero around 2050 (1.5° C) as well as less stringent below 2°C scenarios.

Global Carbon Opportunity strategy benefits for investors

The investment team
Callum Lee
Portfolio Manager

Carbon is
significantly
underpriced

Attractive new
markets and
strong catalysts

Opportunities
for alpha
generation

Portfolio
construction
benefits

Investing in carbon is investing the currency of decarbonisation.
The Global Carbon Opportunity strategy supports the development of markets that
are mission-critical for accelerating the net zero and nature positive transition.

Ruben Lubowski
Chief Carbon and
Environmental Markets
Strategist
Lorenzo Bernasconi
Head of Climate and
Environmental Solutions

Sustainability
Adriana Becerra-Cid
Sustainability Manager

Thomas HohneSparborth, PhD
Head of Sustainability
Research
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Contact
To find out more about LOIM’s Global Carbon Opportunity Strategy, email loim-funds@lombardodier.com
@loimnews

Risks – Alternative investments often engage in leverage and other investment practices that are extremely speculative and involve a high degree of risk. Such
practices may increase the volatility of performance and the risk of investment loss, including the loss of the entire amount invested. Alternative investments
may themselves invest in instruments that may be highly illiquid and difficult to value. This may also limit your ability to redeem or transfer your investment
or delay receipt of redemption proceeds. We refer you to the offering materials for a more complete discussion of the risks relating to an investment in
any particular alternative investment. Volatility risk – the performance of the fund has a risk of high volatility. General strategy risks Capital risk – The
value of your investment will vary and is not guaranteed. It will be affected by changes in the exchange rate between the base currency of the fund and the
currency in which you subscribed, if different. Equity Risk – in general, equities involve higher risks than bonds or money market instruments. Geographic
concentration risk – To the extent that a fund invests a large portion of its assets in a particular geographic area, its performance will be more strongly
affected by events within that area. Hedging risk – A fund’s attempts to reduce or eliminate certain risks through hedging may not work as intended. ESG
and Sustainability risk (SICAV only) - may result in a material negative impact onthe value of an investment and performance of the fund. Investment Fund
risk – Investing in funds involves certain risks an investor would not face if investing in markets directly. Management risk – The investment manager or
its designees may at times find their obligations to a portfolio to be in conflict with their obligations to other investment portfolios they manage (although in
such cases, all portfolios will be dealt with equitably). Operational risk – Operational failures could lead to disruptions of fund operations or financial losses.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
FOR RECIPIENT USE ONLY. NOT FOR ONWARD DISTRIBUTION.
FOR PROFESSIONAL INVESTOR USE ONLY.
This material is not, nor is it intended to be, marketing material or advertising within the
meaning of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, the rules and guidance of the Securities
and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) or the Conduct Rules of the Financial Industry
Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”), (iii) is for informational use only by the receiving party
for general information purposes only in relation to the Global Carbon Market Opportunity
Strategy, and (iv) is not intended to be an offer to invest in any security. Any such offer
will only be made pursuant to delivering of definitive documentation with reference to a
specific investment product.
This information is strictly confidential and may not be reproduced for, disclosed to or
otherwise provided in any format to any other person or entity without the prior written
consent of Lombard Odier Asset Management (USA) Corp., or one of its affiliates (together,
“LOIM”).
Lombard Odier Investment Managers (“LOIM”) is a trade name.
This document is provided for informational purposes only and does not constitute an
offer or a recommendation to purchase or sell any security or service. It is not intended for
distribution, publication, or use in any jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, or
use would be unlawful. This document does not contain personalized recommendations or
advice and is not intended to substitute any professional advice on investment in financial
products. Before entering into any transaction, an investor should consider carefully the
suitability of a transaction to his/her particular circumstances and, where necessary,
obtain independent professional advice in respect of risks, as well as any legal, regulatory,
credit, tax, and accounting consequences. This document is the property of LOIM and is
addressed to its recipients exclusively for their personal use. It may not be reproduced (in
whole or in part), transmitted, modified, or used for any other purpose without the prior
written permission of LOIM. The contents of this document are intended for persons who
are sophisticated investment professionals and who are either authorised or regulated to
operate in the financial markets or persons who have been vetted by LOIM as having the
expertise, experience and knowledge of the investment matters set out in this document
and in respect of whom LOIM has received an assurance that they are capable of making
their own investment decisions and understanding the risks involved in making investments
of the type included in this document or other persons that LOIM has expressly confirmed
as being appropriate recipients of this document. If you are not a person falling within
the above categories you are kindly asked to either return this document to LOIM or to
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destroy it and are expressly warned that you must not rely upon its contents or have
regard to any of the matters set out in this document in relation to investment matters
and must not transmit this document to any other person. This document contains the
opinions of LOIM, as at the date of issue. The information and analysis contained herein
are based on sources believed to be reliable. However, LOIM does not guarantee the
timeliness, accuracy, or completeness of the information contained in this document, nor
does it accept any liability for any loss or damage resulting from its use. All information and
opinions as well as the prices indicated may change without notice.
This document is intended to outline a strategy which may in the future form the basis of
an investment product. The investment product does not yet exist and no subscription or
offer to subscribe may be made in respect of such product. The terms of any such product
are not finalised and may be subject to change and may differ substantially from the terms
set out in this document. Moreover, there is no guarantee that any such product will be
created or launched.
Investing in private credit strategies can involve a high degree of risk. Amongst other
things, the viability of private credit investments depends upon the ability of borrowers to
repay loans together with interest. Adverse changes to the financial position of a borrower
or to the economies in which a borrower may sit may impair the ability of a borrower to pay
back some or all of monies borrowed, which could ultimately lead to loses for investors,
including in certain circumstances, a loss of the total amounts invested.
The information presented herein is intended to be a summary only and Lombard Odier
makes no representation as to the accuracy of such information. This presentation may
contain targeted returns and forward looking statements. “Forward-looking statements,”
can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may”, “should”,
“expect”, “anticipate”, “project”, “estimate”, “intend”, “continue” or “believe” or the
negatives thereof, or comparable terminology. Investors are cautioned not to place
undue reliance on such returns and statements, as actual returns and results could differ
materially due to various risks and uncertainties. In considering any transactional history
or prior performance information contained herein, investors should bear in mind that
transactional history or prior performance is not necessarily indicative of future results,
and there can be no assurance that the Fund will achieve comparable results. Such
descriptions are provided for illustrative purposes only and there can be no assurance that
Lombard Odier will be able to implement its investment strategies in a similar manner or
pursue similar transactions or be able to avoid losses.
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